Improved method for fluorescence cytometric immunohematology testing.
A method for accurate immunohematology testing by fluorescence cytometry (FC) was previously described. Nevertheless, the use of vacuum filtration to wash RBCs and a standard-flow cytometer for data acquisition hindered efforts to incorporate this method into an automated platform. A modified procedure was developed that used low-speed centrifugation of 96-well filter plates for RBC staining. Small-footprint benchtop capillary cytometers (PCA and PCA-96, Guava Technologies, Inc.) were used for data acquisition. Authentic clinical samples from hospitalized patients were tested for ABO group and the presence of D antigen (n = 749) as well as for the presence of RBC alloantibodies (n = 428). Challenging samples with mixed-field reactions and weak antibodies were included. Results were compared to those obtained by column agglutination technology (CAT), and discrepancies were resolved by standard tube methods. Detailed investigations of FC sensitivity and reproducibility were also performed. The modified FC method with the PCA determined the correct ABO group and D type for 98.7 percent of 520 samples, compared to 98.8 percent for CAT (p > 0.05). No-type-determined (NTD) rates were 1.2 percent for both methods. In testing for unexpected alloantibodies, FC determined the correct result for 98.6 percent of 215 samples, compared to 96.3 percent for CAT (p > 0.05). When samples were automatically acquired in the 96-well plate format with the PCA-96, 98.7 percent of 229 samples had correct ABO group and D type determined by FC, compared to 97.4 percent for CAT (p > 0.05). NTD rates were 0.9 and 2.6 percent, respectively. Antibody screens were accurate for 99.1 percent of 213 samples with the PCA-96, compared to 99.5 percent for CAT (p > 0.05). Further investigations demonstrated that FC with the PCA-96 was better than CAT at detecting weak anti-A (p < 0.0001) and alloantibodies. An improved method for FC immunohematology testing has been described. This assay was comparable in accuracy to standard CAT techniques, but had better sensitivity for detecting weak antibodies and was superior in detecting mixed-field reactions (p < 0.005). The FC method demonstrated excellent reproducibility. The compatibility of this assay with the PCA-96 capillary cytometer with plate-handling capabilities should simplify development of a completely automated platform.